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1. Description and Objectives
A Structural Summary of an XML document is a dynamically generated and maintained
graph structure that preserves the structural characteristics of the document in a compact
form. The versatility of structural summaries has been established with their extensive
usage for diverse retrieval tasks. Within traditional XML query processing those
structures have been used as primary indexes on the structure, as well as for (a) structure
discovery, (b) query formulation, rewrite and optimization, (c) storage of statistics, and
other important metadata information. At the same time, structural summaries have
appeared within other XML retrieval scenarios including (a) XML keyword search, (b)
information discovery within P2P systems, and (c) message routing within
publish/subscribe systems. This tutorial introduces the concept of XML Structural
Summaries and describes their role within XML retrieval. It covers the usage of those
summaries for Database-style query processing, as well as Information Retrieval-style
search tasks in the context of both centralized and distributed environments. Finally, it
concludes with a presentation of new retrieval scenarios that can potentially be
favorably supported by those summaries.

2. Content and Outline
• Review of XML Basic Concepts: definition of XML documents and XML query
  processing; research efforts on efficient XML query processing.
• Structural Summaries: main techniques for processing Structural Summaries
  (DataGuides [1], A(k)-indexes [2] and Suffix Trees [3]); how to employ them as
  access methods.
• Structural Summaries within XML Query Processing: different techniques for using
  structural summaries while processing XML queries; limits of structural summaries
  (cases where the structural summaries provide false positives; extents size [4]).
• Structural Summaries within Other Retrieval Contexts: use of structural summaries
  in a stream processing application (publish-subscribe systems) [5,6].
• Current Work and Future Directions: new XML retrieval scenarios (such as web
  services, digital libraries and mashups) and hints on the potential usage of Structural
  Summaries to address the unique requirements of those applications.
3. Prerequisites
None.
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5. Resources
Additional material is available at the presenter’s webpage: http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/~mirella
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